
Poppy The
Piglet 
V I C T O R I A  W H I T E



Poppy Pig
W I T H  

Materials:
5” cake drum
100g white modelling
chocolate, coloured pale
pink
10g deep pink coloured
modelling chocolate
50g dark modelling
chocolate

Make this delightful little pig cake topper with Victoria

Dresden tool
Medium ball tool
Small ball tool
Small Star cutter
Rolling pin
Non stick mat
4mm black dragees
Brown ribbon

Cover a 5” round cake
drum with dark

modelling chocolate

Slightly flatten the top
half of the cone to

create the pig’s tummy
and torso.

Take 60g of the pale
pink modelling

chocolate and roll it
into a tear drop shape.

If your chocolate starts to get sticky and difficult to work with, leave it to cool down for a few
minutes or pop it in the fridge. If your hands are warm, rinse them with cold water to cool

them down.

Top Tip



Place the body onto the
covered board, in the

center towards the
back.

Attach the legs to the
base of the body using
a small dab of water if

needed.

Take a small amount of the pink
chocolate, (around 5g) and roll it in

a sausage shape approximately
3cm long. Cut this in half and

square off the ends to create legs. 

Smooth the joins with
the flat end of a
Dresden tool.

Repeat step above to
make the arms and
attach them to the

body.

Roll 4 small peas sized balls
with the deep pink chocolate
and flatten each ball. Attach

these to the ends of the
arms and legs to make the

trotters.

Roll out a tiny piece of
chocolate and twist it to

create a little tail. Attach it to
the back of the pig and

smooth the seam with the
Dresden tool.



Head - take around 30g of 
 pink modelling chocolate, roll

iinto a ball. Using your little
finger, gently push down,

making top of head slightly
flatter than the bottom.

Roll a pea sized ball of deep
pink and flatten it. Make two
nostrils with a small ball tool
and attach it to the middle of
the face to make the snout.

With a small ball tool,
make two holes for the

eye area.

With the flat end of the
Dresden tool, draw a mouth.
Slightly open the mouth by
pulling the chocolate down

with the tool.

Roll 2 small white balls
to make the eyes and
place them in the eye

sockets.

Using your finger and
thumb, gently pinch the
mouth area to create a

chin.

Add 2 black 4mm
dragees for the pupils.

Take a tiny amount of the
deep pink chocolate and roll it

to very thin tube. Place this
above each eye to make the

eye lids, and inside the mouth.



Take around 1g of pale pink
chocolate and roll it into a ball.

Cut it in half to make two
equal sized pieces and roll

those into tier drop shapes.
Flatten them slightly.

Attach the ears to the
head.

Using Dresden tool, indent 
 ears in centre. Roll a small

tube of deep pink, place inside
indents, smooth down with
Dresden tool and trim off

bottom to make a flat base.

Create the mud splats - thinly
roll out dark modelling

chocolate and cut some small
stars. Flatten tips of points

using small ball tool and place
them on the pig.

Attach the head to the
body, at a slightly tilted

angle.

Roll some tear drop shapes
to make splashes and attach

them to the cake drum.
Edge the drum with brown

ribbon.


